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Welcome to our newsletter
We hope you are all keeping well and continuing to stay
safe as we have now emerged from the last lockdown
and restrictions.
The last 18months has been challenging for all. Our
dedicated Support Workers and Managers have worked
tirelessly during this time looking after and keeping our
Service Users safe. They have reassured and
communicated effectively to everyone about what has
been going on and we are immensely proud of how all
our Service Users adjusted
and adapted to life during
this time and that we
managed to remain COVID
free. Here’s to brighter
times ahead!!
The Rainbow Hill Centre is open again and lots of
activities and training is taking place.
In July we held a fundraising
event for St Richard’s hospice
which raised over £350. Our local
MP Robin Walker and Mayor
Stephen Hodgson attended the
event together with Councillors
Adrian Gregson and Lynn Denham.
The local celebrity Phillip Serrell came along to judge
the entries and we were absolutely delighted when the
result of the ‘Best in Show’ went to the team at Bath
Road and I’m sure you’ll all agree that their elephant
was a very worthy winner.

BEST IN SHOW– Absolutely Stunning!!

Congratulation to the Bath Road Team.

Abbie supervised the project; Andrew and Michael worked on it
every Monday at the Rainbow Hill Centre and Danny and
Kelly helped at the home – Well done !!

Andrea from Outlook entered the “Colouring
category for Adults with additional needs” and
she won first place – Well done Andrea

Outlook’s Wellbeing Programme
“Positive body, positive mind is the moto!! One thing that Brett
the Manager at Outlook has been focusing on recently is to
encourage Service Users to lead a healthier lifestyle and shed the
pounds that they built up over lockdown. The Service Users’ have
fully embraced the programme. They have started to get more
active, giving up the car for their weekly shopping trip and walking
to the shops instead, they also enjoy walks around the 95-acre
Morton Stanley Park, taking in the rich assortment of natural habitats
amidst the historic landscape of open mown grass and mature trees and hedgerows. Time is also
taken to discuss any individual concerns they may have e.g., any personal worries, the impact of
what is happening in the news etc. All of this helps them to have a greater
understanding of what is going on in the world and encourages peace of
mind. Brett is also encouraging them to look at the type and quantity of food
they eat and how they cook it. This as you can imagine has been a little more
difficult to promote in a house of food lovers, who also love their routines.
Whilst it’s still early days, Brett has noticed that Service Users are feeling
happier and good about themselves, their sleeping patterns have improved
greatly, especially after the long walks!

Thank you, Colin
Despite the challenges of Covid-19, one man proved just how brilliant he is doing his bit to keep
everyone safe; you’ve guessed it – it’s Colin. His contribution to keeping the
home clean was incredible, going the extra mile he would accompany Emma on
shopping trips so he could clean down all the trollies and made a situation that
could have been very difficult easier becoming one of our lines of defence that
has kept Covid-19 out of the Outlook Project. Well-done Colin and thank you!

Angela
Angela, the matriarch at the Outlook Project would like to share some great
news – she’s had a cochlear implant!!!
There was a lot of planning and supporting Angela ahead of the actual
operation. When the Covid restrictions eased, Brett arranged for Angela to be
taken to Solihull Hospital to have the procedure done. So far she is doing very
well. The Support Staff are helping Angela to train her brain to understand
sounds and translate them properly. She turns up the volume on the television
and we use a combination of voice and sign language, to communicate with her. Angela has been
brilliant throughout, though initially she was unimpressed with the colour as it was very black as
she was used to her old hearing aids. She’s looking great and feeling very happy with herself
particularly with her new hairstyle!!

Birthday Celebrations for Craig
Like many people Craig hadn’t seen his Mum for a long time, so they went to the
Anatolian Palace, a Turkish restaurant in Worcester to celebrate his recent
birthday. They had a really lovely time catching up and enjoying the food
particularly the Biscoff birthday slice!!

British Sign Language
Rowan Robertson is training some of our staff
BSL level 1 on Tuesday evenings at the Rainbow
Hill Centre. In June they all passed their first
101 Assessment and are working hard towards
102/103 Assessments in a couple of months’
time. Rowan is a fantastic teacher and not only
is everyone enjoying learning how to sign but
it’s been very good for team building.

Wotahoot
This year our very own in-house expert “Kirsty Broadbent”
was invited to join the judging panel at The Worcester Show
on the 15th August. Kirsty had
a very tough job on her hands
having to singlehandedly
judge the “Handicraft Best In
Section” one of the 130
competitive classes, which
ranged from growing a wide
variety of fruit and vegetables to
displaying flowers and floral decorations,
creative handicrafts, art, baking and
modelling.
There were many activities taking place
on the day and as you can see below
Micah turned his hand to Archery – he did
very well indeed!! Kirsty ran some taster
workshops aimed at beginners which
were hugely successful. As a result she
enrolled a number of new people on to
the Beginner Workshops that are taking
place at the Rainbow Hill Centre.

Ahead of the Olympics this year Kirsty with help from Rachel created this
wonderful topper for the postbox on Rainbow Hill to support Team GB.
The local community really appreciated the efforts and a lot of
compliments were received about it.
Sadly late one night at the end of July the topper was stolen – it was
very much enjoyed by the local community until it was taken.

Bath Road
We are so proud of all our Service Users with how they
quickly adapted to the impact of the pandemic on their
social life and routines.
Over the years they have been with us they have
enjoyed their trips out and about; whether it be going
to spend time with family, go swimming, having day
trips to tourist attractions or taking part in day
opportunities. That all stopped
overnight and the way they live now is very
different. Everyone has adapted to the
everchanging rules to keep everyone safe. We are
absolutely delighted with how all of them have
adjusted. The only outing they had during lockdown
was going for a daily walk and obviously when the
weather was do good they spent a lot of time in the
garden having BBQ’s and playing games.
Dan became our resident barber and ensured all the
boys had their hair trimmed on a regular basis. Kay cut Kelly’s hair and Abbie painted her nails –
as you can see, she really enjoyed the attention!!

Since the restrictions have been lifted, it has been so lovely to welcome family members back
into the home to see their loved ones. They love going out and about, visiting their families and
having one-to-one attention from their Key Workers. You can see Danny celebrating his post
lockdown haircut with a bottle of coke and cake!!

Congratulations Martin!!
Martin joined us just over two years ago as a Support Worker at Bath Road. Being
relatively new to working in Care, he embarked on studying for the level 2 in
Social Care and quickly adapted to life outside the Civil Service.
Martin works very well with colleagues and Service Users and
has been a great addition to the dedicated team at Bath
Road. Martin has now finished his studies and was awarded a
well-deserved “Distinction” in his final Assessment

